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The expeditions return to Cairo and Imhotep follows them with the help of Beni, who has agreed to serve
him.nImhotep regains his full strength by killing . Over the following years, Imhotep has visions that make it

clear why his children were killed. At the end of his expeditionary year, Imhotem, in his capacity as
Assistant Director of the Department of Public Health, sees a blind boy taken hostage by an unknown force.
Thanks to Carter's intervention, the boy is released with the help of a UN peacekeeping unit. Carter could
not achieve anything with Carter's help. . Imhotep manages to convince the boy's father that he is in fact a

brother from the "Twelfth Dynasty", and make the boy his assistant. Almost immediately, Carter decided to
take the boy on an expedition. Menkaur seized power. The fate of the throne was sealed. NEW

MYSTERIOUS ATTACKS. The second mysterious event was a fight in a bar. What Carter saw seemed
completely meaningless, but a strange dream horrified the boy's father. Carter had other, more mysterious
visions. According to the divine plan, Carter receives a new task related to the robbery of the tomb. As a

result, a new enemy appears, this time - Set. Carter runs into his old enemies and a mysterious woman
named Tuya also appears with him. Carter learns that Seth will interfere with him, so he decides to destroy

Seth and his minions. In an attempt to save his life, he eliminates Set with the help of Tuya. At the last
moment, the people of Thebe - Atma appear and bring with them the power of earth, water, air and fire.

Carter has to run to save his family. Still with a companion, Carter and his sons, Lahiri Mahasaya informs
them that they will soon be living in another world. Meanwhile, Set has mastered the power of the air and
his enemies have risen against him. But they were defeated. In fear, Set tries to wipe out the whole earth,

making it a desert. But Carter and his sons, under the command of Thebes, destroy Set on the spot. After 40
days, the whole earth comes to life again, and Carter shows his sons a luminous city. This is it
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